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NCAI
N
mainta
ains the belieef that Native languagess are an irrep
eplaceable paart of Nativee religions,
ceeremonial practices,
p
and
a
culturall heritage. . . . Nativve languagees are in a state of
em
mergency—70 of our reemaining sp
poken langu ages could become exttinct by 2015—and all
need immediate support at the loca
al tribal, staate, and nattional levelss . . . and N
NCAI does
declare
d
Nativve languages in a Statee of Emergenncy and urgges the Whitte House to adopt this
proposed Exeecutive Ordeer in order to
t prevent 770 Native lannguages froom becomingg extinct in
th
he next 5 yea
ars. – NCAI Resolution #ABQ-10-0 21
The National Congreess of Ameriican Indians (NCAI) suppports the deevelopment oof Native lannguage
immersio
on and biling
gual educatio
on through ensuring
e
thatt American IIndians and A
Alaska Nativves have
access to
o develop lan
nguage and literacy profiiciency. It iss important too note that N
Native studennts come
to schooll speaking Native
N
languaages and, in many instannces, speakinng a variety oof other langguages,
such as Spanish,
S
Fren
nch, and Russsian. This backgrounde
b
er provides innformation oon the differrent types
of Nativee language education mo
odels; key feeatures of succcessful proggrams and laanguage refoorm
initiatives; and a syntthesis of reseearch on how
w Native lannguage education impactts students’ ccultural
identity and
a academic achievemeent.

RESEAR
RCH SUPPOR
RTING NAT
TIVE LANGU
UAGE RETE
ENTION
Native Language
L
ass the Primarry Language
Students who enter school with a primary lan
nguage otherr than the school languagge (e.g., Engglish)
perform significantly
s
y better on accademic task
ks when theyy receive connstant and cuumulative accademic
support in the primarry language for
f a minimu
um of four too seven yearrs.1 Time speent learning the Native
languagee is not time lost in develloping acadeemic Englishh proficiencyy. Students tthat are provvided with
sustained
d, cumulativee Native language and cu
ultural instruuction perforrm as well aas, or better tthan, their
peers in mainstream
m
o academiccally challennging tasks. T
They also haave the benefit of
classes and on
developin
ng literacy in
n a second laanguage.2 Th
he effectivenness of stronng Native lannguage and cculture
programss rests on thee ability of trribes and Naative commuunities to exeercise self-deeterminationn in the
content, process,
p
and
d medium off instruction.3
Program
ms Focused on
o Native Language
L
an
nd Cultural Immersion
n
Strong prrograms—su
uch as those that feature Native langguage and cuulture immerrsion, languaage and
culture maintenance,
m
and dual lan
nguage and one-way
o
imm
mersion programs—signnificantly inccrease
languagee retention. In
n contrast, weaker
w
progrrams focusedd on a singlee instructionaal language, or
transition
nal programss aimed at deecreasing billingualism, hhave not beeen found to ccorrelate witth high
levels of academic acchievement.4 Additionally, strong N
Native languaage and cultuural program
ms enhance
student motivation,
m
self-esteem,
s
and
a cultural pride. Thesee outcomes aare evidenceed in such faactors as
* The NC
CAI Policy Reesearch Centeer has develo
oped the Backkgrounder foormat to preseent a workingg document
with conteent that will be
b shaped oveer time based
d on feedbackk from tribal leaders and kkey partners.
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improved attendance and college enrollment rates, lower attrition, and enhanced teacher-student and
school-community relations.5
Language & Cultural Programs Facilitate Community Interaction
These programs offer opportunities to involve parents and elders in the development and teaching of
curriculum and cultural practices for Native youth and the community overall. This is a powerful
positive factor and one universally associated with enhanced student achievement.6 Programs also
invest in professional development for teachers, and can leverage community resources through “grow
your own” approaches to Native teacher preparation and curriculum development.7

NATIVE LANGUAGE EDUCATION MODELS
There are at least three elements used to distinguish types of Native language education, including:
1. The first language of the student, which includes language(s) spoken in the household;
2. The amount of Native language instruction and curriculum used during the school day; and
3. Programmatic goals, assessments, and institutionalization for permanency.
Because of the endangered status of virtually all Native American languages, Native language
immersion has been recommended as the preferred method for teaching Native languages. In the chart
below, key differences between various models are presented. Specific emphasis is placed on which
models are strong at fostering Native language revitalization and development, and which models are
weak and designed to transition students from using their traditional languages.
Chart 1: Native Language Education Models

STRONG & ADDITIVE

PROGRAM
MODEL

STUDENT’S 1ST
LANGUAGE

Indigenous
Language &
Culture
Immersion

Indigenous
language (or Mixed
with strong
community
language use)

Indigenous
Language &
Culture
Maintenance

Indigenous
language

Two-Way
Bilingual/Dual
Language

Indigenous
language
(or Mixed with
strong community
language use)

CLASSROOM
LANGUAGE

GOALS

Indigenous language  Indigenous language and culture
revitalization and maintenance
 Full bilingualism, biculturalism, and
biliteracy**, though Indigenous
language reclamation and oral
proficiency can be priority
Dual language with  Indigenous language and culture
emphasis on
maintenance
Indigenous language  Bilingualism, biculturalism, and
biliteracy
 Extension of the Indigenous
language and culture into local and
national society
Mixed Indigenous  Indigenous language and culture
language and
revitalization and maintenance
English (90/10;
 Bilingualism, biculturalism, and
50/50, etc.)
biliteracy
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PROGRAM
MODEL

WEAK & SUBTRACTIVE

Transitional

STUDENT’S 1ST
LANGUAGE
Indigenous
language

Mainstream,
with Indigenous
Language and
Culture PullOut

Mixed – some use
Indigenous, some
English, some both

Mainstream
with Foreign
Language
Instruction

Mixed – some use
Indigenous, some
English, some both

Structured
English
Immersion

Indigenous
language

CLASSROOM
LANGUAGE

GOALS

 English dominance;
monolingualism, with some
Indigenous language and culture
enrichment
 Instruction in Indigenous language
serves as the basis for English
language learning
English, with
 Strong English dominance;
Indigenous language
monolingualism, with some
vocabulary drills and
Indigenous language and culture
activities
enrichment
 Instruction in Indigenous language
serves as the basis for English
language learning
English, with
 Strong English dominance;
Indigenous language
monolingualism; limited
taught as a “foreign”
bilingualism; little or no cultural
language
emphasis
Indigenous language
used in first school
years, then replaced
with English

English only

 English monolingualism,
monoculturalism (assimilation)

**A primary goal of some Indigenous language programs is oral proficiency.
Source: Chart adapted from McCarty, T. (2013). Language planning and policy in Native America: History, theory, praxis.
Tonawanda, NY: Multilingual Matters.

Key Characteristics of Native Language Education Reform
Research on successful language reform initiatives suggests that there are some key characteristics that
must be in place to generate and sustain Native language education reform, including:
 Strong family and community support;
 Family and community governance (e.g., resources, curriculum, and teacher standards and
certification);
 Access to curriculum materials in both languages (original language materials are ideal though
translated texts may be used in some instances to supplement these materials);
 Ongoing professional development for teachers (pre-service and in-service);
 Access to assessments in both languages;
 Appropriate learning facilities; and
 High academic standards
Getting Started: Successful Implementation of Native Language Education
As communities and policymakers consider developing and expanding Native language education
programs, they might consider the following list of some key elements of successful bilingual
programs drawn from broader research:
Native Language Education
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1. Programs should provide a minimum of 5 to 7 years of bilingual instruction to participating
students.
2. The focus of instruction should be the same core academic curriculum that students in other
programs experience.
3. Optimal language input (input that is comprehensible, interesting, and of sufficient quantity),
as well as opportunities for output, should be provided to students, including quality language
arts instruction in both languages.
4. The target (non-English) language should be used for instruction a minimum of 50% of the
time (to a maximum of 100% in the early grades).
5. The program should provide an additive bilingual environment where all students have the
opportunity to learn a second language while continuing to develop their first language
proficiency.
6. Positive interactions among students should be facilitated by the use of strategies like
cooperative learning.
7. Characteristics of effective schools should be incorporated into programs, such as qualified
personnel and home-school collaboration.

NATIVE LANGUAGE EDUCATION CASE STUDIES
Research has been developed by and with American Indian and Alaska Native communities that have
established Native language education initiatives. The following examples highlight successful
implementation and adoption of language programs.
Navajo Nation, Rock Point School
“In the early 1970s, the Rock Point School began one of the first contemporary Indigenous literacy
programs. According to program cofounders Agnes and Wayne Holm, English at the time was, for all
practical purposes, a foreign language at Rock Point, with nearly all students entering school dominant
in Navajo. At the same time, Rock Point students scored near the bottom of all students in comparable
Navajo Bureau of Indian Affairs (BIA) schools on English standardized tests.8 The design that
emerged was called ‘coordinate bilingual instruction,’ meaning that separate but complementary time
was devoted to learning in each language. Navajo-language teachers (NLTs) taught and interacted
entirely in Navajo, and English-language teachers (ELTs) taught and interacted only in English.
Externally imposed status distinctions between credentialed (primarily non-Native) and noncredentialed (Navajo) teaching staff were dissolved, as NLTs and ELTs jointly planned, carried out,
and evaluated instruction9…Longitudinal data from Rock Point show that students there not only
outperformed comparable Navajo students in English-only programs, they surpassed their own
previous annual growth rates and those of comparison-group students in BIA schools – and they did so
by a greater margin each year.”10
Navajo Nation & Native Hawaiian, Rough Rock-KEEP Partnership
“In 1983, anthropologists and reading specialists from the Hawai‘i-based Kamehameha Early
Education Program (KEEP) came to Rough Rock for the express purpose of determining whether the
culturally compatible reading strategies proven effective with Native Hawaiian children would work
with Navajo students.11 The Rough Rock-KEEP collaboration lasted five years, during which it was
found that approaches that had been successful with Native Hawaiian students needed to be
significantly modified to produce successful outcomes with Navajo learners. By the end of the fiveNative Language Education
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year period, the Rough Rock-KEEP partnership blossomed into a local teacher-led initiative, [known
as] the Rough Rock English-Navajo Language Arts Program (RRENLAP), which served
approximately 200 students each year in grades K-6…Longitudinal data from RRENLAP show that
after four years in the program, students’ mean scores on criterion-referenced tests of English
comprehension increased from 58 percent to 91 percent. On standardized reading tests, RRENLAP
students’ scores initially declined, then rose steadily, in some cases approaching or exceeding
national norms. When individual and grade cohort data were analyzed over five years, RRENLAP
students demonstrated superior English reading, language arts, and mathematics performance
compared to a matched peer group who did not participate in the program. Not surprisingly,
RRENLAP students also were assessed as having stronger Navajo oral language and biliteracy
abilities; they became stronger in both languages and had the benefit of additive bilingualism.”12
Yup’ik, Manokotak
“In Alaska, two or more languages are spoken in many Native villages: the Native language as spoken
by elders, the Native language modified by English, English modified by the Native language (‘village
English’), and ‘standard’ or ‘schooled’ English.13 In the 1990s, [Manokotak] remained an almost
entirely Yup’ik-speaking community. Systemic problems within the local K-6 school, which was
implementing an all-English curriculum, were evident in the high levels of student attrition, poor
standardized test performance, student disinterest, and strained student-teacher and community-school
relations…Using research on effective bilingual and English-as-a-second-language (ESL) approaches
and data from a community survey as starting points, Manokotak began a school restructuring process.
The result was a Yup’ik immersion program with a strong ESL component, which started in
kindergarten with four hours of instruction in Yup’ik and one in English, progressively increasing
English instruction to 4.5 hours by the fifth and sixth grades…At the end of the program’s initial year,
kindergartners exceeded the district’s expected means for their performance on standardized tests,
while first and second graders achieved below expected means. By the second year, all student groups
exceeded the district’s expected means. Moreover, community feedback, student and family selfreports, student writing samples, behavior reports, and teacher observations showed improved student
self-esteem and school-community relations.”14
Note: Much of the content was drawn from McCarty, T. L. (2011). State of the field: The role of
Native languages and cultures in American Indian, Alaska Native, and Native Hawaiian student
achievement. Tempe, AZ: Center for Indian Education. (Available online, http://center-for-indianeducation.asu.edu/sites/center-for-indian-education.asu.edu/files/McCarty,%20Role%20of%20
Native %20Lgs%20&%20Cults%20in%20AI-AN-NH%20Student%20Achievement%20%5B2
%5D%20 %28071511 %29.pdf) and from Pacific Policy Research Center. (2010). Successful
bilingual and immersion education models/programs. Honolulu: Kamehameha Schools, Research &
Evaluation Division. (Available online, http://www.ksbe.edu/spi/pdfs/bilingual%20immersion
%20full.pdf)
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